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Introduction:
Micro
X-Ray
Computed
Tomography (XCT) is a nondestructive method of
imaging that has been applied to rocks to observe
internal features. An XCT scan of a rock produces a
series of slices (“thin sections”) in grayscale. Different
features are delineated by shades of gray ranging from
black to white [1]. The XCT data used in this abstract
were downloaded from NASA’s Astromaterials 3D
website (see Acknowledgements).
Beyond implications for determining modal
abundance of minerals within a rock, XCT scans
provide researchers with the ability to observe and
quantify fracture geometry and void space as it changes
within a sample. Trends in void space proportions
throughout a rock can be representative of the
orientation of the sample at formation as well as
indicative of a number of different characteristics of
their parent magmas [2]. It is for this reason that it is a
topic of great interest in volcanology [3]. For this
preliminary study, void space analyses were conducted
on XCT data from lunar samples 15556,0 and 12038,7
to investigate orientation at formation, volatile content,
and parent magmas characteristics.
Methodology: XCT images were downloaded from
the Astromaterials 3D website [4]. The images were
bulk processed using the open-source software package,
ImageMagick (Fig. 1).
Unique threshold values were used for each sample
and were picked manually to exclude the background
(in particular, the gray lines produced by imaging of the
nitrogen bags supporting the samples). When applied,
the thresholds created binary images (i.e., a white rock
and black background) which were then used as masks,
composited with the original image to remove the
background. The backgrounds were then filled white
(preserving the void spaces as black). Grayscale
histogram data files (pixel counts for color values
ranging from 0 to 255) for each fully processed image
were then compiled through ImageMagick.
The statistics-focused programming language, R,
was used to clean up the histogram data, produce the
void space proportion plots, and calculate estimates of
void space percentages for both rock samples. The plots
were based on the grayscale histogram data. Since the
backgrounds were pure white (a grayscale value of 255),
the void spaces were pure black (a value of 0), and the
thin sections anything in between, the data could be
easily manipulated. Pixel counts for pure white were

discarded while the counts for pure black were divided
by the sum of the remaining counts (all gray values
excluding 0 and 255). These proportions were then
plotted by thin section (Figs. 2 and 3).
Similarly, the total void space percentages were
calculated by removing the pure white counts from the
data and dividing the sum of the pure black counts by
the sum of the gray counts.

Figure 1. XCT slice #348 from 12038,7. Original XCT
image with background intact (1), thresholded binary mask
(2), composited image with no background (3), final image
with white-filled background and preserved void spaces (4).

The graphs themselves have a great degree of
variability. This is primarily due to the classification of
void space (and is more noticeable in 15556,0 than in
12038,7). Because the background is filled white, any
void spaces that aren’t fully enclosed within the rock are
counted as part of the background (i.e., filled white).
However, from slice to slice, these voids on the edges
of the rock can oscillate between being enclosed and
being open, and therefore cause extreme peaks and
troughs in the proportion plots.
Rolling averages of 100 slices (blue lines in Figs. 2
and 3) were used to provide a better idea of the general
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trend in void space over the slices without being forced
to deal with variability in extreme values.
Discussion: The proportion of void space is the
amount of void space divided by the amount of rock. A
higher proportion means that there is a greater amount
of void space as a fraction of the rock slice. The void
space proportion plot for 12038 (see Fig. 2) shows a
strong heterogeneity in void space throughout the
sample. A greater percentage of the rock in the later
slices is dominated by void space than in the earlier
sections. This correlation would suggest that the axis
along which this particular set of XCT images was taken
is closely aligned with the vertical orientation of the
rock at formation. The drop off in proportion values at
the rightmost end could be the result of data-skewing
because the slices become very small towards the ends
of the subsamples (and thus, the ends of the rocks might
be statistically irrelevant). Further investigation of
12038,7’s orientation would require XCT imaging data
from other axes.
The results for 15556,0 (see Fig. 3) are less
definitive. While it is clear that this sample contains
much more void space than 12038,7, there is a clear
increase just before the 500th slice and the void space
proportions throughout the sample are more constant
than in 12038,7. A possible explanation for this is that
the axis of imaging is near-perpendicular to the vertical
orientation at formation (meaning that the void space
trend is essentially obscured from this particular angle).
Further analysis (examination of XCT data taken from
alternate axes) is again required to determine whether
this conclusion is accurate.
12038,7’s estimated total void space percentage is
1.78%. The porosity of the sample could be diktytaxitic,
characterized by small voids between angular
plagioclase laths; because of its low vesicle content, the
sample was likely formed within the core of the flow
[5]. If the sample is diktytaxitic, the voids could be due
to gas, or the result of residual melt draining away,
implying some degree of permeability.
15556,0’s estimated total void space percentage is
23.01%. It is a highly vesicular sample; it was likely a
part of the upper crust of a pahoehoe lava flow [5].
Conclusion: XCT data provide researchers with an
excellent glimpse into the interior of rocks; novel
methodologies should be explored in this particular
niche, as there is a great deal of information that can be
gained through inventive analysis. Void spaces can be
quantified through a process similar to that which has
been outlined in this abstract. Such analysis could have
vast implications for determining the conditions of
formation for lunar and planetary samples.
Future work includes further analysis along different
axes, improving image processing accuracy, and
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developing a method by which an estimated axis of
vertical orientation can be determined through plots of
void space proportion along the x, y, and z axes. Future
work will also use void space to estimate minimum
volatile contents of parental magmas.
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Figure 3. Plot of void space proportion versus XCT
slice for sample 12038,7. The gray line is raw data,
while the blue line is a rolling average of 100 slices.

Figure 3. Plot of void space proportion versus XCT slice
for sample 15556,0. The gray line is raw data, while the
blue line is a rolling average of 100 slices.

